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PHOTOGRAPHER JIM SCHLETT
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“Many smartphone
photographers settle
for ‘good enough,’ but
professionals use their
knowledge of composition and technique to
make the most of an
opportunity, which can
be fleeting.”
– Jim Schlett
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he most important thing about taking a
good picture is knowing where to stand,”
says Reston photographer Jim Schlett. He’s
an expert at standing, though usually it’s not in one
place. In spring, Jim’s in Florida, fixed near home plate
taking pictures of his favorite baseball players. In summer, his feet are planted in the Blue Ridge Mountains,
eyeing a beautiful vista. And in the off-season you can
find this recent Post Office retiree posted beside an
iconic monument in our nation’s capital.
The spot where it all started for Jim was Edison,
New Jersey, where, as a sixth grader, he received his
first camera, a Polaroid. As his interest and skill grew,
his parents helped him buy a 35mm Miranda for his
work as a high school newspaper and yearbook photographer. Then came college, classes in photography
and art, and a stint as a staff photographer for Lewis
Studios, producing commercial catalogues and newspaper inserts. The business was spotty, and Jim recalls
that when it dried up completely, he landed a “real
job” with the US Postal Service, first working with
Congress on constituent issues (“Why doesn’t my mail
arrive on time?”) and later, after receiving an MBA
in finance from Marymount University, as a budget
analyst. He didn’t pursue work as a Post Office photographer, fearing “it would kill my creativity.”
Jim’s creativity, fully intact, is clearly evident
throughout his portfolio, especially his landscapes. He
sometimes uses software adjustments to realize his
vision, perhaps saturating his photographs with
vibrant color to give them extra vitality. It’s a motif
that runs through his work. “I want my photographs
to ‘pop,’” he says. And they do. A favorite photo in

Jim’s online portfolio is an effervescent field of
tulips, layered in red and purple. Jim also uses color for
contrast, such as his photograph of a simple yellow
table before a sea of blue, and blends his palette for an
abstract collage of autumn leaves, gold, orange, and
brown, reflected on water.
While software programs can enhance a photograph, Jim says the quality of the original image is
crucial to the final product and here, light is a key
consideration. His favorite time of day: the first and
last two hours of light, which includes 30 minutes

“Tulip Field in Bloom,” April, 2015,
photograph

before the sun rises and 40 minutes after it sets. That’s
when the sun casts a yellow-orange glow that washes
over everything in its path. “Most amateur photographers aren’t ready at dawn and they pack up their
cameras immediately after the sun sets,” Jim says. “But
that’s a mistake–especially at twilight. The best light is
still available and it’s warmer and softer.”
Our talk turns to technology and how it both spurs
creativity and poses challenges for professional photographers. Jim quips, “Have a smartphone? You’re a
photographer.” Then he quickly adds, “But it’s not that

simple. Many smartphone photographers settle for
‘good enough,’ but professionals use their knowledge
of composition and technique to make the most of an
opportunity, which can be fleeting.”
Jim says it’s unfortunate that with digital photography and the ability to take multiple images, there’s
a constant rush to take the next photograph. Less time
is spent appreciating the work already created.
Jim takes the time, not only in his work but,
perhaps more importantly, in making personal connections along the way. It’s what sustains him. One
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repeat client was so inspired by Jim’s pictures and talk
of Paris that he bought a ticket to the City of Light
for himself. Jim chats with rangers at national parks
and other photographers to find just the right vantage
point for picture-taking. And there’s no shortage of
people for Jim to connect with now that he’s president
of the League of Reston Artists.
Serving the LRA is a job he clearly enjoys. Jim’s
been a member for more than 20 years and laughs easily when he tells me he’s served as an officer for so long
that members ask if he’s assumed the title “President
for Life.” He’s proud of the LRA, established by Reston founder Robert Simon to encourage artists to show
their work in public spaces, but Jim’s modest about his
own contribution. He needn’t be. During his tenure, the
organization’s grown from 60 members to about 140,
with some living as far away as San Jose, California.
He also speaks softly about his most recent accomplishment, being selected as an Artist in Residence by
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Above: “Down the Amalﬁ Coast,” 2013;
and “Yellow Table in the OBX,” (detail),
June 2015
Opposite, top: “Dusk Approaches
the Shenandoahs,” Skyline Drive,
Shenandoah National Park, 2013; and
“Manassas Battleﬁeld,” Manassas,
Virginia
All are photographs.

the National Park Service. It was a highly competitive
process, with applications, résumés and an evaluation
of his portfolio in a competition judged by a curator
from the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art. In the
end, Jim became a member of this select group, one of
25 artists chosen from more than 400 candidates. The
Park Service provided his lodgings in a wilderness area
near the Oregon border called Whiskeytown National
Recreation Area. It was a perfect match. For two weeks,
Jim was free to pursue his landscape photography in
an untamed and remote location.
Whether it’s in the wilds of California, or at a ballpark in Florida, or beside a monument in Washington
DC, it’s clear that Jim is a man on the move. But the
quality of his photographs and his record of service
to others demonstrates that this well-grounded photographer knows exactly where to stand.
Jim Schlett | www.photomanva.zenfolio.com
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